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The Guardian view on Hong Kong: a broken
promise

The Guardian view on Hong Kong: a
broken promise | Editorial
The end of one country, two systems is
now clearly in sight. Though Beijing
promised to respect Hong Kong's
freedoms and autonomy for a full half-
century, it has chipped and then hacked away at them since the
handover in 1997.

THE GUARDIAN
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The Guardian view on climate and Covid:
time to make different choices

The Guardian view on climate and
Covid: time to make different
choices | Editorial
The dust storms that devastated the US
prairie during the Great Depression were
the worst ecological disaster in
American history. They were also, partly, manmade. Decades of
farming in the Great Plains had rid the topsoil of its native grass,
leaving nothing to prevent fields crumbling to dust when drought
struck in 1931.
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Is this all that RBI can do?

Is this all that RBI can do?
It might be useful for the Reserve Bank
of India (RBI) to glance through the
latest issue of the central bank's Weekly
Statistical Supplement. Since April 1, till
April 24, non-food bank credit has
declined by over Rs 1 lakh crore.

ECONOMIC TIMES BLOG
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Managing the border with China| HT
Editorial

Managing the border with China| HT
Editorial
editorials Updated: May 22, 2020 19:17
IST Soldiers engaged in hostilities on
three border points would be ominous in
almost any context except where India
and China are concerned. Along the Line of Actual Control, it could
mean an escalating confrontation that could spread into diplomatic
and economic spheres.
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The govt’s flagship health scheme has
crossed 1 crore treatments, positively
impacted lives
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The govt's flagship health scheme
has crossed 1 crore treatments,
positively impacted lives
On May 20, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi said that every Indian should be
proud that Ayushman Bharat Pradhan
Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (PM-JAY) has crossed one crore
treatments, and has had a positive impact on many lives. The poor
and vulnerable beneficiaries of PM-JAY have been from both urban
and rural locations in India.
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Amid pandemic, politics needs to resume in
its core sense — politicians, parties need to
connect with people

Amid pandemic, politics needs to
resume in its core sense -
politicians, parties need to connect
with people
The past two months have thrown up an
incongruous image of the politician and
the political party. They are the wielders of power, they talk of the
"people", but betray an instinctive choice of "law and order" and a
techno-bureaucratic idea of governance. Most parties have been on a
holiday.
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TOI Editorials

TOI Editorials Blog - Times of India
Blog
The Times of India has updated its
Privacy and Cookie policy. We use
cookies to ensure that we give you the
better experience on our website. If you
continue without changing your settings, we'll assume that you are
happy to receive all cookies on the The Times of India website.
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Ministers rejected school reopening plan
recommended by Sage experts

Ministers rejected school reopening
plan recommended by Sage experts
A low-risk scenario where pupils in
England would attend school on
alternating weeks was presented to the
government as the most likely way to
gain popular support before ministers instead settled on their plan for
a widespread reopening on 1 June, newly published papers have
revealed.
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Reopening schools on 1 June will be
logistical nightmare, say teachers

Reopening schools on 1 June will
be logistical nightmare, say
teachers
Teachers have warned that the UK
government's push to reopen primary
schools in England on 1 June will be a
logistical nightmare. Under the plans, schools have been told to
prepare to resume reception, year 1 and year 6 classes, as well as any
early years education they provide.
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Adapting to new normalcy in age of
coronavirus for upcoming academic year

Adapting to new normalcy in age of
coronavirus for upcoming academic
year
The existing pandemic has changed our
lives so much that we are now restricted
to lead our normal lives amidst social
distancing. The pandemic has not only paused our daily living but it
has shut everything that keeps us indulged in our day-to-day lives.

INDIA TODAY
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As little kids struggle with online classes,
playschools turn to storytelling, yoga, music

As little kids struggle with online
classes, playschools turn to
storytelling, yoga, music
Playschools are turning to storytelling,
yoga and music to keep kindergarten
kids engaged in the Covid-19 lockdown
confusion. As the lockdown continues, it is tough to keep little kids
engaged with online classes. Since these toddlers are so young, it is
close to impossible to help them make sense of why schools are
closed and what a pandemic even means.
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Oxford University submits research papers
for second stage of coronavirus vaccine

Oxford University submits research
papers for second stage of
coronavirus vaccine
The world is eagerly waiting and is in
dire need of coronavirus vaccine. Many
companies are working on a solution.
University of Oxford researchers working on a vaccine to protect
against coronavirus on Friday confirmed that they are moving to the
next level as they begin recruiting over 10,000 people for the second
phase of human trials.
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Tech opens a learning window as Covid
shuts many a door

Tech opens a learning window as
Covid shuts many a door
ONCE upon a time, two years before
Covid, Rakhi was among the toppers in
her class, a confident nine-year-old who
held out her hand and asked, in English,
"How are you? How was your day?" That was 2018, when The Indian
Express visited her school in Dhaulpur, Rajasthan.
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RBI measures a supply-side fix to a
demand-side problem, says IIM Professor

RBI measures a supply-side fix to a
demand-side problem, says IIM
Professor
E Kumar Sharma New Delhi Last
Updated: May 22, 2020 | 20:58 IST
Reserve Bank of India's Governor
Shaktikanta Das Reserve Bank of India governor Shaktikanta Das on
Friday announced a cut in the repo rate by 40 bps to 4 per cent.
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Not immune to problems of India Inc:
Finance minister to industry

Not immune to problems of India
Inc: Finance minister to industry
  Exalting FICCI for working for the
industry's cause and with the
government, the minister stressed on the
criticality of such bodies during
unprecedented times like the Covid-19 pandemic. The minister said
that the clarion call to become self-reliant did not mean curbing
imports or becoming protectionist.
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View: For its own political safety, if not for
India’s economy, GoI must fully open the
expenditure tap

View: For its own political safety, if
not for India's economy, GoI must
fully open the expenditure tap
At first, New Delhi struggled to square
the circle to make sense of the zeros in
the economic stimulus. After
unconvincing attempts, there are hints of unused ammunition that can
be fired later to counter the trail of destruction that Covid-19 will leave
behind.
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RBI predicts economy to shrink, cuts key
rate

RBI predicts economy to shrink,
cuts key rate
The Monetary Policy Committee of the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) cut the
policy rate by 40 basis points to 4.0% on
Friday, acknowledging the adverse
impact on the Indian economy of the coronavirus disease (Covid-19)
and the lockdown imposed to combat its spread.
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Stress on supply-side in economic package
while neglecting demand reveals flawed
understanding of economies

Stress on supply-side in economic
package while neglecting demand
reveals flawed understanding of
economies
On May 12, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi announced a relief package of Rs
20 trillion, about 10 per cent of the country's GDP, for the economy in
crisis. The news made a big splash. After Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman unwrapped this package in tranches, there is widespread
disappointment among most stakeholders.
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The pandemic exposes flaws and limits of
the global power system

The pandemic exposes flaws and
limits of the global power system
The pandemic exposes flaws and limits
of the global power system We are still
in the early stages of this global
pandemic but scholars of international
politics and economics already acknowledge that the coronavirus
disease (COVID-19) represents one of the greatest and most complex
global crises since the Second World War.
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The Arab world must unite against Israel’s
annexation plans

The Arab world must unite against
Israel's annexation plans
The Arab world must unite against
Israel's annexation plans While the world
is preoccupied with fighting the spread
of coronavirus - and its economic and
political repercussions, which are painful for many countries - Israel
has not forgotten its ambitions to annex Arab land.

ARAB NEWS
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Lipu Lekh: The past, present and future of
the Nepal-India stand-off| Analysis

Lipu Lekh: The past, present and
future of the Nepal-India stand-off|
Analysis
analysis Updated: May 22, 2020 19:29
IST Two of the world's closest
neighbours, India and Nepal, are locked
in a cartographic, diplomatic, and to an extent, a political stand-off.
The dispute is over the ownership of nearly 330 sq km of land called
Kalapani near Nepal's western tri-junction with India and China.
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Who is being backed by Pakistan in
Afghanistan in these days of chaos?

Who is being backed by Pakistan in
Afghanistan in these days of chaos?
The recent violence in Afghanistan has
highlighted its multi-pronged conflict.
The IS or Islamic State may hate Shias
just as the Taliban does but they hate
each other too. Pakistan may hate the Pakistani Taliban that the
Afghan Taliban doesn't hate but it can hardly get the "friendly" Haqqani
Group to be an arbiter in the Afghanistan negotiations.
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Boosting demand with cheap credit to
consumers is not a good idea

Boosting demand with cheap credit
to consumers is not a good idea
The Union government is often criticised
for its apparent neglect of the demand
side and its excessive focus on the
supply side and structural reforms - the
COVID-19 package was no exception. Pointing towards tepid credit
growth, weak inflation, and flat wage growth to make their case,
demand-side proponents suggest measures such as cash transfers,
income tax cuts, and cheap credit to consumers.
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The Hindu

News Columns, Opinion Columns,
Newspaper Columns, Editorial
Columns
Follow What The Hindu Columnists Have
To Say On Trending Topics From The
World Of Politics, Sports, Business &
Entertainment
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Teacher Resources
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TECH FOR TEACHERS
A guide for teachers bringing tech into the classroom. Get expert
info and advice on today’s top educational technology, and �nd
more than 150 online resources organized by subject and age.
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Education Technology Tools for
Teachers | TeachTomorrow.org
Massive Open Online Courses make it
possible for students of all ages to
access high-quality coursework at no
cost. Colleges and universities across
the country publish video lectures, podcasts, reading lists, practice
exams and more for anyone who wants to learn about a particular
subject and/or experience what it's like to take a college class.

TEACHTOMORROW.ORG
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China measure a ‘death knell’ for Hong Kong
autonomy, says Pompeo

China measure a 'death knell' for
Hong Kong autonomy, says Pompeo
world Updated: May 23, 2020 06:51 IST
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on
Friday condemned China's effort to take
over national security legislation in Hong
Kong, calling it "a death knell for the high degree of autonomy" that
Beijing had promised the territory.

HINDUSTAN TIMES
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China hikes defence budget to USD 179
billion, nearly three times that of India

China hikes defence budget to USD
179 billion, nearly three times that
of India
China, the second-largest military
spender after the US, on Friday hiked its
defence budget by 6.6 per cent to USD
179 billion, nearly three times that of India, the lowest increment in
recent years amidst the massive disruption caused to the communist
giant's economy by the COVID-19 pandemic.

THE INDIAN EXPRESS
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Dozens of mammoth skeletons found under
future Mexico City airport

Dozens of mammoth skeletons
found under future Mexico City
airport
A team of archaeologists working near
Mexico City has discovered the remains
of more than 60 mammoths at the city's
future airport. Mexico's National Institute of Anthropology and History
(INAH) said the bones, found at the construction site of the planned
Felipe Angeles International Airport, date back some 15,000 years.
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China seeks India’s support for its new
draconian law to crackdown on Hong Kong
protestors

China seeks India's support for its
new draconian law to crackdown on
Hong Kong protestors
China has sought the support and
understanding of India and other
countries for its controversial decision to
impose a new national security law on Hong Kong, saying the new
legislation is aimed at containing the "secessionist" forces in the
former British colony who have posed a "grave threat" to the country's
national security and sovereignty.

THE INDIAN EXPRESS

Articles from international
dailies
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Putin Warns of Second Coronavirus Wave
for Russia This Fall

Putin Warns of Second Coronavirus
Wave for Russia This Fall - The
Moscow Times
President Vladimir Putin warned Friday
that a second wave of the coronavirus
epidemic could hit Russia this fall as he
noted that the country's current outbreak is stabilizing. Russia
appears to have flattened the curve with fewer than 10,000 new Covid-
19 cases reported each day for the past week, totaling 326,448
infections since the first cases were reported in early March.

THE MOSCOW TIMES
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Japan likely to completely lift coronavirus
state of emergency on Monday

Japan likely to completely lift
coronavirus state of emergency on
Monday | The Japan Times
The likelihood of the Japanese
government lifting a state of emergency
in Tokyo and nearby prefectures, as well
as Hokkaido, altogether next Monday is growing, as the number of
new coronavirus cases continues to decline, officials have said.

THE JAPAN TIMES
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Putin’s outward disinterest in COVID-19
dents his image as Russians reconsider how
bad their pandemic could get
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Putin's outward disinterest in
COVID-19 dents his image as
Russians reconsider how bad their
pandemic could get
Dagestan, a mountainous region in the
south of Russia, has a centuries-long
history of rebelling against rules set in faraway Moscow. This time, the
revolt came in the form of the region's Health Minister telling the truth
about the scale of the COVID-19 outbreak.
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Ottawa offers provinces help to boost
lagging COVID-19 testing

Ottawa offers help to boost lagging
COVID-19 testing
The federal government is offering to
help provinces with COVID-19 testing
and contact tracing as Ontario and
Quebec struggle to meet their targets
while their economies reopen. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau on
Friday said COVID-19 is still a serious health threat, and testing and
tracing the contacts of those who have been infected is crucial to
slow its spread.
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Proactive fiscal policy to lift growth

Proactive fiscal policy to lift growth
China will adopt a more proactive fiscal
policy by expanding central government
budget deficit and increasing fund
transfers to local governments to boost
investment and maintain stable
economic growth, according to the 2020 Government Work Report.
The central government has planned a fiscal budget deficit of about
3.76 trillion yuan ($530 billion) this year, an increase of 1 trillion yuan
from last year.
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Xi: Party must always serve people

Xi: Party must always serve people
President tells NPC deputies that the
lives and health of the public should be
protected at all costs The people-
centered development philosophy
demonstrates the belief and mission of
the Communist Party of China, and it must be unswervingly upheld,
President Xi Jinping said on Friday.

CHINADAILY

Covid 19
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Coronavirus: Revised govt advisory
recommends hydroxychloroquine for
COVID-19 warriors

Coronavirus: Revised govt advisory
recommends hydroxychloroquine
for COVID-19 warriors
A revised government advisory on Friday
recommended use of
hydroxychloroquine as a preventive
medication for asymptomatic healthcare workers working in non-
COVID-19 hospitals, frontline staff on surveillance duty in containment
zones and paramilitary/police personnel involved in coronavirus
infection related activities.

BUSINESSTODAY
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Covid-19 infected children may be less
contagious than adults: UK scientists

Covid-19 infected children may be
less contagious than adults: UK
scientists
world Updated: May 23, 2020 07:22 IST
Children have milder COVID-19
symptoms than adults and the balance
of evidence suggests that children may have lower susceptibility and
infectivity than adults, scientists advising the British government have
said.

HINDUSTAN TIMES
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Covid-19: What you need to know today

Covid-19: What you need to know
today
india Updated: May 23, 2020 05:05 IST
The big middle-seat-in-aircraft question
in India doesn't concern armrests, but
why the ministry of civil aviation believes
it is alright to seat people there. One reason could be that it doesn't
really help the cause of social distancing.

HINDUSTAN TIMES
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Protection or threat? Experts say Aarogya
Setu poses national security risk
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Protection or threat? Experts say
Aarogya Setu poses national
security risk
india Updated: May 23, 2020 00:35 IST
Data of millions of Indians, collected
through the Aarogya Setu app, could be
vulnerable to threats from adversarial state and non-state actors and
pose a national security challenge, according to cybersecurity experts
and former intelligence officials.
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Curbs during lockdown averted up to 78,000
deaths: Govt

Curbs during lockdown averted up
to 78,000 deaths: Govt
india Updated: May 23, 2020 05:10 IST
Lockdown 1 and 2 managed to avert
between 1.4 and 2.9 million coronavirus
disease (Covid-19) cases and 54,000
deaths ,according to government data released by Niti Aayog member
Vinod Paul on Friday.
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E-learning: How to deliver an engaging
Virtual Classroom presentation

E-learning: How to deliver an engaging Virtual Classroom
presentation
by FacilitadorTube
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Web Conferencing for Professional
Education

Web Conferencing for Professional Education
by Blackboard Inc.

YOUTUBE
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Even Russian Politicians Get Bored in
Quarantine | The Moscow Times

Even Russian Politicians Get Bored in Quarantine | The
Moscow Times
by The Moscow Times

YOUTUBE
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